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* Tests have been conducted on a )Bm diameter horizontal axis wind turbine, which had first a rotor

downwind of the supphrting-_t_ru_ss--towerand then upwY_-hTthe tower. Aside from the placement of the

..... roto_ _=th_-q!rection of rotation of the drive train, the wind turbine was identical for both
tests, lh.ree aspects of the test results are compared: rotor blade bending loads, rotor teeter
respor_e, and nacelle yaw moments. As a result of the tests, it is shown that while mean flatwise

bendlng moments were unaffected by the placement of the rotor, cyclic flatwise bending tended to
increase with wind speed for the downwind rotor while remaining somewhat uniform with wind speed for

the upwind rotor, reflecting the effects of increased flow disturbance for a downwind rotor. Rotor
teeter response was not significantly affected by the rotor location relative to the tower, but
appears to reflect reduced teeter stabi_ity nea_rat_wind speed for both configurations. Teeter
stability appears to return above ratecF@ind speed, however. Nacelle yaw moments are higher for the
upwind retO_ but do 1not indicate significant design problems for either configuratlon.

z ..... the electric motor drive and double reduction worm

= .... 1_ :_iNTRODUCTION gears used prevlously for orienting the nacelle in
yaw. This greatly simplified the yaw drive and

The Mod-O lO0-kW Experimental Wind Turbine located provided an effective method of measuring nacelle
near Sandusky, Ohio, has served as the major test yaw torque. Otherwise, the nacelle and rotor were
facility for the U. S. Large Horizontal Axis Wind unchanged from earlier tests. A schematic of the
Energy Program since initial operation of the Mod-O nacelle with the teetered rotor and hydraulic
machlne in 1975. The machine was designed, yaw drive is shown in Fig. 1. The rotor is either
Yab r_cated,-and has been operated by the NASA Lewis downwind or upwind of the tower and the nacelle is
Research Center as a part of the research and tilted 8-1/2° to provide tower:clearance for the

_echr_logy programunder the direction of the U.S. unconed rotor. Wind speed and nacelle yaw angle
Oe_artment of Energy. Many concepts in current use are measured on the anemometer/windvane mounted

:_ or pianne_ for future use on wind turbines nave atop the nacelle as shown in Fig. i.
= been first evaluated on the HOd-O machine.
...... Drive train slip was 4.66% for the downwind rotor

. The subject of this report, a comparison of upwind tests and only 2._2% for the upwind rotor tests,
-- : ....and Oo_nwlnd rotor operating characteristics, is Wnich resulted in a _.0 rpm rotor speed at 100 kW
........... _e _ o_£ests to d_scrihe the loads and for the downwind tests and a )2.6 rpm rotor speed

operatir_ characteristics of the teetered at I00 kW for the upwind ro_hr tests;

_: = :_ip-controlled rotor with the rotor in turn
downwi_ and upwind of the tower. Preliminary Tower

_esu_ts of the downwind _tor cooflg uration were
pre_en_ed previously In reference 1, but this The wind turbine is mounted on the HOd-O open-truss
report presents some r_w information for the tower; however, an adjustable spring base has been
downwind configuration and makes specific added to provide capability for simulating various
comparisons with the upwind rotor configuration, tower flexibilities (Ref. _). The tower first

cantilever bending frequency for this test
The wine turbine test configuration was the same configuration was measured to be 1.6 to 1.7 Hz or
for both tests, only the direction of rotatlon was 2.9 to 3.1 times the rotor speed at 5} rpm. The
reversed when the rotor was put upwind of the flexible tower base adds lm to the rotor axis
* -._ • height placing it _l.4m above the ground at the_o._r, otherwise, the wind turbine and rotor were
identical. Tests were conducted to determine loads tower centerline. Fig. 3 shows the wind turbine on

± /_zz_nd operating characteristics of each configuration the tower and also presents parameter definitions
and comparisons will be made of the following and sign conventions pertinent to the upwind and
items: blade bending loads, teeter motion, and downwind rotor configurations.

nacelle yaw moments.
Rotor

TEST CONFIGURATION
The teetered, tip-controlled rotor is depicted in

The Jpwind and downwind rotor tests were conducted Fig. 3. The rotor is unconed, the blades have a
on the Nod-O lO0-kW Experimental wind Turbine in 25% root cutout, and the outer 30% of span is
the teetered, tip-controlled rotor configuration pltchable. The blade section is a NACA 23024
de_ribed previously (Refs. 1 and 2). Toward the airfoil from root to tip, and speed and power
end of the downwind rotor test program and control is achieved by pitching the blade tip about
th.73@out the upwind rotor program a hydraulic its 25_ chord point. The tip is capable of pitch
motor was used for the nacelle yaw drive, replacing angle changes from +lO o to the full feather
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positionat -90°. Thetip is drivenbya
hydraulicactuatorandtherotor is stoppedby
featheringthebladetip at a rateof 2° per
second.Rotorandbladecharacteristicsare
presentedin TableI.

Table i - Rotor (haracteristics

Rotor diameter, m (ft) ....... 37.95 (124.5)
Root cutout, % span ............. 23
Tip control, % span ............. 30

Blade pitch, inb'd section, deg ....... Zero
Airfoil (root to tip) ........ NACA 23024
Taper .................. Linear

Twist, deg ................. Zero
Solidity .................. 0.033
Precone, deg ................ Zero
Max. teeter motion, deg ........... +6
Rotor speed @ lO0 kw, rpm ..... 33 (approx,)
Drive train slip @ lO0 kW, percent

Upwind Rotor .............. 4.66
Downwind Rotor ............. 2.32

Blade mass, kg (lb) ........ 1815 (4000)
Blade Lock number ............. 6.56
Blade first cantilever bending
frequency

Flapwise - Hz .............. 1.76
Edgewise - Hz .............. 1.90

The teetered hub is depicted in Fig. 3; it was
designed to mate with the Nod-O low speed shaft at
the original hub-shaft interface. The teetered
hub provides capability for approximately +_%o
of teeter motion with initial contact with the
stop occurring at approximately +_5.8o. The

stops were designed to be easily replaceable
should they become damaged or worn during the test
program; this feature has been used several times
to date.

TEST RESULTS

Tests on the wind turbine in the upwind and
downwind rotor configurations were designed to
obtain loads and operating characteristics for
each configuration and the items compared in this
report include bending moments on the blades,
rotor teeter response, and nacelle yaw moments.
It was also desirable to define rotor aerodynamic
performance but this was not possible using the
nacelle wind speed measurement which was available
for the tests.

Analysis of the test data makes use of the bins
analysis techniques, (Ref. 4) that have been used
extensively in the past in the evaluation of wind
turbine operational data. The results presented
in this paper will use terms that are common in
this type of analysis and have been described in
previous reports. These terms, such as mean and
cyclic values and median value of a given "bin" of
data, are described in Fig. 4 for the convenience
of the reader. The test results are a statistical

presentation of data that have been sorted into
"bins" or specific intervals of an independent

variable, such as nacelle wind speed or nacelle
yaw angle. A single revolution of the rotor
provides a data point, and typically anywhere from
2CDO to lO,O(_ data points comprise a data set

used in the bins analysis.

Rotor Power

The upwind and downwind rotor tests did not

provide adequate data for a conDarison of the
rotor performance for upwind and downwind rotors
as would be indicated by power output as a
function of wind speed. The variation in rotor
power between an upwind and a downwind rotor wind
turbine has been predicted to be less than 5%, and
the anemometer used in the Mod-O upwind and
downwind rotor tests was not accurate enough to

distinguish differences this small; therefore, a
comparison is not presented. Rotor performance as
a function of the wind speed measured on the
nacelle was obtained, and indicated a rated wind
speed (i.e., wind speed at which IO0 kW of
alternator power is produced) of 9.4 m/s for the
upwind rotor and 7.3 m/s for the downwind rotor.
The rated wind speed values are not corrected for

local interference effects and differences in slip
in the drive train; therefore the actual values
are unimportant as a basis of comparison of the
two configurations. However, the rated wind

speeds are important in understanding the data
presented in the following sections comparing the
configurations. These data are shown as a
function of nacelle wind speed and different

behavior is noted as the control system becomes
active to regulate power. This makes rated wind

speed an i_ortant point. Unfortunately, a
comparison of rotor performance must wait for a

more accurate wind measuring system.

A new array of wind instrumentation has recently
been installed at the HOd-O wind turbine site and

rotor performance tests are planned for early
spring 1981. Once operational, this system will
make it possible to accurately define rotor
performance.

Blade Bending Moments

Flatwise rotor blade bending moments at blade
station 13.21 for the downwind and the upwind
rotor are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. G. Station
13.21 is on the pitchable tip near the 70% span
point of the blade and the data shown represents
bending parallel and perpendicular to the
chordplane of the blade, but not always aligned

with the rotor plane. Flatwise bending moments
are loads which produce blade deflections which

are generally perpendicular to the rotor plane;
chordwise bending moments produce deflections

which are generally in the plane of the rotor.
Mean flatwise bending moments increase.as wind
speed increases until rated wind speed is
attained. At this point the control system is
active and the blades are pitched toward feather
to maintain a power level of lO0 kW. Above rated
wind speed rotor thrust is decreased as the wind
speed increases; this is reflected in reduced

blade bending moments. The trend appears to be
the same for both the downwind and the upwind

rotor (Fig. 5a and Fig. 6a) though the data sa,N31e
for the upwind rotor did not contain enough high
wind speed data to define the upwind rotor
response at higher wind speeds. Mean bending
loads peak at the same value and drop off at rated

wind speed, indicating that both configurations
are experiencing approximately the same level of
rotor thrust at rated condition.
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The main difference between upwind and downwind
blade loads appears in the cyclic component of the
bending moment (Fig. 5b andFig. 6b). While mean

bending loads are related to rotor thrust and
decrease at wind speeds above rated conditions,

| cyclic flatwise bending loads are related to flow
disturbances that occur as the rotor blade

completes each revolution. In the cyclic blade
b:nd _ data (Fi 5b), the downwind rotor SHOWS a '_. ..... ng g.

__ _e-nd that increases with wind speed while the

upwind _otor (Fig. 6b) does not appear to indicate
this trend. The tendency of the downwind rotor

- loads to increase with wind speed is consistant
with the effects of tower shadow, which become

more pronounced as wind speed increases. The

upwind zotor does not experience this disturbance,
as demenstrated by the data in Fig. _.

Three stations along the rotor blade were
instrumented for blade bending, but problems with
the instrumentalon unfortunately prevented

obtaining reliable data from both configurations

paper,

The rotor teeter response for the downwind rotor
differs from that presented in an earlier report
(Ref. l). The teeter data shown in this report
was taken from a data set which was tailored to
resemble the data set which was yielded by the

upwind rotor tests. The data set used in the
earlier report contained more high wind data, and

3erhaps more importantly, data that were more
turbulent in terms of wind speed and azimuthal
variations and was not felt to be a proper basis

for a comparison.

Nacelle Yaw Moment Tests

Tests were run on the wind turbine to determine

the effect of yaw angle on nacelle yaw moment. To
acquire the necesary data, the wind turbine was

synchronized with the utility grid at 33 rpm with
the yaw brake released, the machine was yawed out
of the wind approximately 30°, the yaw motor was
deactivated, and data were taken for a period of

30 minutes, allowing only the variation in wind
direction to vary yaw angle. This process was

at o_her stations, reoeated for a mean yaw angle of -30°, the data
sets were combined, and bins analysis was

NO differences were noted in blade chordwlse performed to determine the effect of yaw angle on

bemJing andthis data was not included in the nace13e yaw moment. The tests were performed on
both the upwind and the downwind rotor and the

Rotor Teeter Response

Rotor teeter response for downwind and upwind
rotors are comparea in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. Cyclic

-- teeter angles as a function of wind speed and yaw
_ angle indicated on the nacelle are shown for both

_. configurations.

The median values of teeter angle show no
di_ernable trend with wind speed for either

-- configuration (Fig. 7a and Fig_8a), but the
-- - maxi,_um values show a tendency to increase with

wind speed until rated wind speed is reached, at
whici_ point the maximum values show a decreasing
trend. We feel that this tendency of the rotor

teeter i_sponse to peak at rated wind speed is
associated with an approaching instability in the
rotor as the blade stall margin decreases. Local
stall occurs when the wind speed increases to the

point that the local angle of attack on the blade
exceeds the airfoil stall point. As the blade

ope,a_ ,qearer the stall point, the rotor stall
margin is reduced. At wind speeds above V-rated,
the blade tips are pitched to reduce the blade
angle of attack, which increases the stall margin
of the tip of the blade and adds stability to the
teetered rotor. We plan additional tests to

verify this theory.

Teeter angle as a function of yaw angle, as
incicated on the nacelle, is shown for the
downwind rotor in Fig. 7o and for the upwind rotor
in Fig. 8b. The downwind rotor case exhibits a
sligat tendency for teeter angle to increase as
yaw angle increases, whereas the upwind rotor
reaches a maximum value at a yaw angle of lO°
ar_ shows a second peak at 35°. The reason for
this behavfoz around lO° of yaw angle is not
understood, but the increase at 35° is
consistent with similar behavior on the downwind

rotor and appears to be connected with the rotor
direction of rotation.

results are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. i0. Yaw
torque data were taken on the yaw shaft torque
gage shown in Fig. l, which have been converted to
nacelle yaw moment for the convenience of the
reader. Yaw angle was measured on the nacelle
mounted wind vane.

Test results for the downwind rotor shown in Fig.
9 indicate that mean values of nacelle yaw moment

remained relatively constant at -6900 N-m over the

range of yaw angles from -30° to 40°. At
-30u the yaw moment increases and passes through
zero at -53°. The data point at +45° also
indicates a trend toward zero yaw moment; however,
the data set provided no information past this
point. The point of zero yaw moment corresponds
well with a "free yaw" equilibrium point of 50°,
_ich was obtained in free yaw tests on this
configuration of the wind turbine and adds to our
confidence in the validity of the yaw moment data.

Cyclic yaw moments show no particular trend except
for the slight decrease in the median value around
a yaw angle of -50° , near the point of zero yaw
moment. Both cyclic and mean yaw moments for the
downwind rotor are very well behaved when compared
with these terms for the upwind rotor, which tend
to be more variable, i.e., have larger standard
deviations in each of the bins.

For the upwind rotor, mean yaw moments (Fig. lOa),
tend to increase with yaw angle and peak at a yaw

angle of +40°, where the trend appears to
reverse with the yaw moments decreasing, as we
approach the limits of the data set. The point of
zero yaw moment occurs at a yaw angle of
approximately -50 °, very near the point of zero
yaw moment indicated for the downwind rotor.
However we can place no particular significance on
this coincidence.
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Thecyclic componentof thenacelleyawmomentfor
theupwindrotor (Fig. I_) showsthesametrend
asthemeancomponent,i.e., increasingwith
increasingyawangle. Thetwocomponents,mean
andcyclic, showedsimilar trendsfor thedownwind
rotoralso. However,asmentionedabove,the
magnitudeandthevariability of thecyclic
componentindicatesthat theupwindteeteredrotor
is lesswellbehavedwhencomparedwitha downwind
rotor.

Themedianof themeancomponentof yawmomentfor
thedownwindrotor wasmeasuredto be-69C_N-m
for yawanglesbetween-30° and+40o. Theyaw
momentcausedbythe8-I/2° tilt of thenacelle
whilelO0kWis beingproducedbytherotor is
-5550N-m,whichindicatesthat themajorportion
of themeanyawmomentmeasuredonthedownwind
rotor machinewasdueto thetilt in thenacelle.
Thesetestswill be repeatedlater this yearona
tubulartowerwith therotor tilt removed,andthe
yawmomentand"free yaw"characteristicswill
againbeevaluated.

Theresultsof theyawmomenttests indicatethat
fromthe viewpointof yawforces,a downwindrotor
is to bepreferredoveranupwindrotor. Both
meanandcyclic yawforceswerehigherfor the
upwindrotor, indicatingtheneedfor morepower
anddampingin theyawdrivemechanismandthe
potentialfor increasedfatigue. Therewasno
indicationthat theupwindrotor presented
particularlydifficult designproblemswith
respectto yawloads,however.

O0_LUDIK_REMARKS

Testshavebeenconductedona 1[X]kWhorizontal
axiswindturbinehavingfirst a rotor downwindof
thesupportingtrusstowerandthenupwindof the
tower. Asidefromtheplacementof therotorand
thedirectionof rotationrelative to thenacelle,
thewindturbinestestedwereidentical. Three
aspectsof thetest resultswerecompared:rotor
bladebendingloads,rotor teeterresponse,and
nacelleyawmoments.Conclusionsbasedonthe
comparisonsarepresentedbelow:

1. Cyclicflatwisebendingmomentsarehigher
for thedownwindrotor andir_reasewithwind
speed,reflectingtheflowdisturbancecreatedby
thetower. Cyclicbendingmomentsfor theupwind
rotor appearto be relativelyunaffectedbywind
speed._an flatwisebendingmomentswerethe
samefor upwindanddownwindrotors.

2. Rotorteeterresponseappearsto indicate
a tendencytowardteeter instability nearrated
windspeedfor bothupwindanddownwindrotors.
Furthertestingis requiredto verify this
conclusion.NOsignificantdifferenceswerenoted
betweenL@windrotoranddownwindrotor teeter
response.

3. Nacelleyawmomentsweresmallerfor the
downwindrotor but the increasedyawloadsonthe
upwindrotordonot indicatesignificantdesign
problems.

I°

2.

3.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

J.C. Glasgow

From:

Q:

A:

Mike Bergey

What problems were encountered as a result of the inclined rotor axis?

_side from creating an unbalanced yaw force in our "free yaw" tests, no problems

or peculiar behavior were noted as a result of the inclined rotor axis. We will

have a chance to compare these results with tubular tower results later this year

and we should then be able to say what the effects or rotor axis tilt was.

From: W.C. Walton

Q: i) What do you think is the main benefit of the teeter?

2) You show improvement in blade cyclic bending moments associated with the up-

wind configuration. Were the downwind cyclic bending moments a concern?

3) What aspect of design is affected by nacelle yaw moment?

A: !) Reduced loads on blade, hub main drive 8haft (bending) and yaw loads. Probab-

ly the most significant benefits are the reduced loads on the yaw drive and

the rotor support (i.e., low speed shaft or main rotor support bearing).

With a teetered rotor the response to gusts appears more benign than with a
rigid two-bladed rotor.

2) Not Blades are usually designed by disaster type loads such as hurricanes,

ice, or emergency shutdown.

3) Yaw drive and yaw mechanism --also ability to attain "free yaw" alignment.

From _ A_on_o us

What differences did you find in upwind and downwind readings of the anemometer?

The effect of rotor placement on the anemometer is indicated by the differences in

VRATE D - 7.3 m/8 for downwind rotor and 9.4 m/s on the upwind rotor. How much of

this is due to the interference of the rotor is not known. The agreement between

nacelle wind speed and free stream wind speed does improve at values above VRATE D.

We are studying this situation and should have more definitive answers about rotor

inVerference on nacelle mounted anemometers in the near future.

O.

A:

From: M. Gabler

Q: What was your experience with the anemometer operating behind the blade with the

machine upwind?

A: For some strange reason, our nacelle measurements indicated that the flow was ac-

celerated downwind of the rotor and retarded upwind of the rotor. The agreement

with Free Stream Wind Speed improve8 above rated wind speed.

From: W.E. Holley

Q: Why do you display results using "sigma-bins" method rather than "power-spectral-
density" method?

A: f_e "bins" method yields information which is more applicable to the questions

_m which we have been asked to answer up to this point.

I2ere has not been a large demand for spectral data from wind turbine designers up

n
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J.C. Glasgow (continued)

From: Mel Snyder

Q: Do the graphs of yawing moment show a free yaw stability point of -60 ° for bot____hh

wind and downwind rotors?

A: I intended to cover this point: "Free yaw" tests showed that we had an equilibrium

point at -50 ° for the downwind rotor. This same point, approximately -50 ° is indi-

cated for the upwind rotor, but we did not run a "free yaw" test on the upwind

rotors. See B. Brooks (Ham. Std.) paper for "free yaw" results.

From: Don Meitson

Q.

A:

Were all the yaw moments at rated power?

No. Some were at rated power of 100 kW, but most were not.
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